Device Codes

E2506
- Digitized device with greater than 40 minutes of recording time.

E2510
- Synthesized speech, permitting multiple methods of message formulation, and multiple methods of device access.
- Tobii Dynavox T7
- Tobii Dynavox T10
- Tobii Dynavox T15
- Tobii Dynavox I-12
- Tobii Dynavox I-15

Accessory Codes

E2512
- All mount types and parts (wheelchair, switch, desk, wheel chair mounts, etc…)
- Floor mounts
- Table mounts

E2599
- Accessory for speech generating device, not otherwise classified
- Carry Cases
- Keyguards
- Switches
- EyeMax/Gaze Interaction
- Headmouse